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Abstract
This research examines how Australian migration and prostitution laws are
used to benefit sex traffickers bringing Thai 'contract girls' to Melbourne. It
explores the legal framework surrounding trafficking in women in Australia
within the broader context of irregular migration and international law, and
analyses the efficacy of Australian migration and prostitution legislation to
affect the trafficking of women to Australia for sexual exploitation.
The research investigates the response of the Australian Federal Police and
the Department of Immigration, Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA) to
the international sex trade in women, particularly 'contract girls', and draws on
the case study of the prosecution of sex trafficker, Gary Glazner in Melbourne
2000, to examine the human rights abuses against trafficked 'contract girls',
the tactics used by traffickers of women to ensure entry into Australia, and the
implications of relevant Australian legislation for trafficked women.
The research also examines the impact of trafficking on women under
contract, and the support services available for trafficked women in Australia.
The findings presented are based on the above mentioned case study, an
interview with 2 DIMIA officials, and an examination of previous research,
documents, and forums related to trafficking in women, from which a range of
recommendations for future action have been developed. The research was
conducted between June 2001 and April 2002.
The full extent of trafficking in women in Australia is difficult to gauge. While
trafficked women are recognised in Australian and international law as victims
of a crime, they are often deported from Australia as 'illegal' migrants before
prosecution against traffickers can take place. This provides little impetus for
trafficked women to come forward for assistance or to give evidence against
their exploiters, as they then expose themselves to deportation. As a tactic to
control trafficking of women to Australia, deportation does not appear to work
as traffickers simply bring more women into the country to exploit.
While 'loopholes' in the recently introduced federal slavery and sexual
servitude laws limit the scope and effectiveness of the legislation to stop
traffickers of women for sexual exploitation, it is also undermined by a lack of
resources and low priority as a policing issue.
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Background to the research
As a feminist activist the author has had an ongoing interest in women
working in the sex industry, in particular in challenging the violence cited by
prostitutes and the stereotypes of women in the sex industry.
My interest in the trafficking of women for prostitution came about via reading
about the recent legal case in which a Melbourne man, Gary Glazner, was
charged with unlicensed prostitution and living off the earnings of prostitution,
for keeping a number of women, notably Thai women, as sexual slaves.
Known as 'contract girls', these women are indebted to the brothel owner and
work off their 'contract' through unpaid prostitution.
The testimony of two of the Thai women involved was deeply disturbing to me
and led me to investigate further the international trade in women for sexual
exploitation in Melbourne. Of particular interest was how it is possible for
women to be trafficked into Australia under the current political climate of
racism and nationalism surrounding issues of asylum and border control, and
how brothel owners can continue to peddle debt bonded trafficked women
after the introduction of federal sexual slavery legislation in 1999.
I specifically chose to examine the trafficking of Thai women, as sex trafficking
to Melbourne appears to be most prevalent within this ethnic grouping. A
confidential Federal Police report in 1999 calculated that at least 300 illegal
sex workers, mainly from Thailand, were in Australia i. The Australian Institute
of Criminology estimates up to 500 foreign prostitutes are in Australia at any
one time, with the industry generating more than $50 million a year, although
some police believe it is worth much more ii.
I am also interested in popular sexist and racist stereotypes regarding the
sexual passivity of women of Asian heritage, and of the sexual
commodification of women within the Asia Pacific region (ie. 'mail order'
brides). Furthermore, I believe the sexual control of migrant women by the
Australian State is another pertinent issue for consideration.
The research was conducted with the assumptions that traffickers bringing
Thai women to Melbourne for the purposes of sexual exploitation use
Australian migration and prostitution laws to their benefit (e.g. to escape
prosecution); and that Australian migration and prostitution laws are
used/applied to the detriment of Thai 'contract girls' brought to Melbourne.
Trafficking in women is one of the biggest - and most lucrative - criminal
activities in the world. In Australia, the sex slave trade grosses at least $1
million per week iii. However, little research has been done that is specific to
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the sex trafficking/slavery of Thai 'contact girls' and the sexual control of
women migrants by the Australian nation State.
This research adds to the limited body of information about trafficking of
women to Melbourne or Australia in relation to an analysis of domestic
legislation, methods of traffickers, or impact on trafficked women. I found that
most of the related literature around prostitution is limited to an examination of
HIV/AIDS prevention, rather than the broader legal and social repercussions
for trafficked women, or strategies to 'stop traffic'.
The research is particularly timely given the current dialogue around
Australian border controls and the international flow of people, particularly
Asylum seekers and refugees and the criminalisation of asylum seekers
alongside 'people smugglers'. It is my opinion that this is comparable to the
capacity of the state to criminalise trafficked prostitutes as 'illegal' migrants
alongside sex traffickers.

i

Forbes, Mark (1999), Exposed: City's 'sex slave' trade, The Age, May 9.

ii

Forbes, Mark (1999) (b), Our Secret Slave Trade, The Age, August 21.

iii

Forbes, Mark (1999), Exposed: City's 'sex slave' trade, The Age, May 9; Williams, The Hon.
DR. (1998), speech introducing the Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual
Servitude) Bill 1998, delivered July 1, Canberra.
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Abbreviations
AFP

Australian Federal Police

ATO

Australian Taxation Office

BLA

Business Licensing Authority

CATW

Coalition Against Trafficking in Women

CEDAW

Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination
Against Women

DIMIA

Department of Immigration, Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs
(Federal)
Formerly the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs
(DIMA).

HREOC

Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, Australia

ILO

International Labour Organisation

IOM

International Organisation for Migration

MA

Migration Act 1958 (Cwlth)

NCA

National Crime Authority, Australia

NGO

Non Government Organisation

PCA

Prostitution Control Act 1994 (Vic)

SSSA

Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act
1999 (to amend the Criminal Code Act 1995) (Cwlth)

UN

the United Nations

UNESCO

United Nations Economic, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
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Aims and objectives
The major objective of this research project is to examine whether Australian
migration and prostitution laws benefit sex traffickers bringing Thai 'contract
girls' to Melbourne.
To address this, relevant domestic legislation has been examined. The scope
and enactment of this legislation is examined through the response of the
Australian Federal Police and the Dept. of Immigration, Multicultural and
Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA) to the international sex trade in women and what
avenues of redress, if any, exist for these women.
Recommendations for future legislative changes, law enforcement responses,
and community-based action around the trafficking of women to Melbourne for
sexual exploitation have been developed and outlined.
The aims of the study were to:
• Explore how trafficking in women for the purposes of sexual exploitation
should be understood and defined;
• To create a greater understanding of the international traffic in women for
sexual exploitation
• To gain a greater understanding of relevant domestic laws, their
application and impact on trafficking;
• To gather information on the experiences of trafficked Thai women;
• To report on current policy and practice of Federal agencies regarding
their response to the international traffic of women;
• To highlight the problems encountered regarding the prosecution of
traffickers;
• To offer recommendations for improved responses.
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Methodology
This report outlines an exploratory study of trafficking of women to Australia,
focusing on whether Australian migration and prostitution laws are used to
benefit traffickers of 'contract girls'. The research is primarily based on
legislative analysis and a case study, whilst placing it within the wider context
of irregular migration and domestic and international law.

Topic/s of investigation
The central question that was addressed was:
Are Australian migration and prostitution laws used to benefit sex
traffickers bringing 'contract girls' to Melbourne?
There are a number of sub-questions that I felt needed to be answered in
order to address the central research question. These were:
•

How have the Australian Federal Police (AFP) and the Department of
Immigration, Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA) responded to the
international sex trade in women, particularly 'contract girls'?

•

What implications do Federal and State migration and prostitution laws
have for trafficked 'contract girls' in Melbourne, Australia?

•

Are there any avenues of redress for trafficked 'contract girls' in Australia?

•

Will legislative change stem this trade in women or assist 'contract girls' in
Australia?

Methods
A range of methods have been used to research the stated area of
investigation. This use of multiple methods was chosen so as to 'cast the net
as widely as possible' in the search to understand, explore and explain the
critical issues involved in the research topic. This approach also allows the
building up of layers of information for comparison i.
The focus of the research was to examine Australian domestic legislation and
highlight the ways in which traffickers were exploiting it to bring women into
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the country illegally. With this in mind, the methods chosen were:
•

Review of the current legal framework, international human rights
mechanisms and previous research:
This included an analysis of the Prostitution Control Act 1994 (Vic.), the
Migration Act 1958 (Cwlth.), and the Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and
Sexual Servitude) Act 1999 (to amend the Criminal Code Act 1995) (Cwlth) to
determine their effectiveness and impact upon the sex slave trade.
A review of applicable international human rights mechanisms was also
undertaken, particularly the UN Optional Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children 2000,
supplementing the Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime.
A review of key research and literature on the sex industry, prostitution and
trafficking were also consulted.
• Structured interviews:
2 senior officials within DIMIA were interviewed to gauge the Departments
response to trafficking in women.
• A case study:
Closely examining the prosecution of Melbourne man, Gary Glazner, under
the PCA to flesh out legislative 'loopholes' used, their impact on the trafficked
women, and police and DIMIA response to trafficking in women in Melbourne
and Australia. This included accessing transcripts of the committal hearing
and the trial, the subsequent Immigration Review Tribunal (IRT) reports
pertaining to the Thai women controlled by Glazner, who had been removed
from Australia, as well as secondary sources such as news articles and public
commentary.
• Media searches:
Searches for newspaper stories, journal articles and television reports were
conducted, yielding a range of coverage of trafficking in Australia.
• Internet searches:
Searches were conducted in 2 main areas. Firstly, to access policy
documents and media releases. Secondly, to gain up to date research and
commentaries on trafficking in women, accessing a range of domestic and
international internet sites.
• Public forums:
Attendance at 3 public forums on trafficking held in Melbourne. Most notably,
Trafficking in Women for Prostitution, November 21, 2001 at which Detective
Senior Sergeant Ivan McKinney spoke about the Glazner case, and Jean
D'Cunha of UNIFEM, Bangkok spoke about the impact of trafficking on
women.
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This forum was particularly useful to the examination and analysis of police
response to instances of trafficking in women.

Data analysis
A thematic analysis of information around the issues of impact on women,
police and DIMIA response, and legislation was undertaken. Furthermore, an
examination of resources allocated to stem trafficking and assist trafficked
women was carried out.
On completion of this process, a draft report and recommendations were
prepared and given the placement agency to seek feedback.

Limitations
Trafficking is by definition an illegal activity, and as such is not open to
conventional forms of data collection or social research. Furthermore,
trafficking statistics are not kept in Australia, making it difficult to estimate the
scope of the issue. Moreover, government assertions and anecdotal evidence
are often in contradiction over the issue.
Due to their effective captivity, I have not been able to gain access to
trafficked women and cannot claim to speak on their behalf, but rather
advocate for them and other women in their circumstance. Quoting from the
testimony of the Thai 'contract girls' involved in the Glazner case has been my
only opportunity to give them a 'voice' in the research project.

Interview problems
As the research topic covers a range of complex threads and themes, the
researcher had set out to conduct 3-4 in-depth interviews with a number of
people in an effort to gather as much information as possible. However, a
number of barriers were encountered in gaining access and/or permission to
conduct the interviews.
The researcher had initially wanted to undertake an interview with a DIMIA
official to gauge the department's response to trafficking to Australia.
However, whenever DIMIA was contacted on this point, the researcher found
that the people she spoke to were quite hostile to the idea. All attempts to
gain an interview were dismissed, and she was repeatedly referred to the
DIMIA website for any research information.
Informal channels were also tried, such as contacting others who had
conducted research in the field to see if they had any contacts within the
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Department. Yet it was discovered that they too had faced hostility and been
constantly dismissed by DIMIA.
This leads one to wonder why DIMIA refuses all attempts to interview officials,
and why the Department does not wish to be exposed to public scrutiny.
However, some time later with the assistance of the researcher's placement
supervisor, an interview was arranged with the compliance manager from the
Department, Megan McCrae, and investigations manager, William Mullane.
An interview with Detective Senior Sergeant Ivan McKinney of the Victorian
Police Asian Squad (and Informant for the Glazner case) was initially planned,
but attempts to interview Mr McKinney were frustrated by police bureaucracy.
The application process to interview a member of the Victorian police was
quite a lengthy one and due to time constraints, it was infeasible to interview
McKinney, and instead secondary sources were used. Fortunately McKinney
spoke about the Glazner case at a public forum on trafficking in women, in
which he revealed much useful information which could be drawn upon.

Summary
The methodology for this research is aimed at a culturally appropriate
analyses of relevant Australian law and its impact on trafficked Thai 'contract
girls' in Melbourne. It can best be described as a mixture of qualitative and
quantitative research used to draw qualitative conclusions through thematic
analyses.
The researcher's feminist politics have also informed this research project and
therefore aimed to represent the interests and rights of trafficked Thai
'contract girls' throughout the project.
Limitations of the research include a lack of data regarding the scope of
trafficking in women in Australia, the inability to gain access to trafficked
women on contract, dismissal and hostility encountered from DIMIA regarding
the research project, and time constraints.

i

Reinharz, Shulamit (1992), Feminist Methods in Social Research, Oxford University Press,
p.201.
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Central hypothesis
The research examined the following hypothesis:
•

"That traffickers bringing Thai women to Melbourne for the purposes of
sexual exploitation use Australian migration and prostitution laws to their
benefit (e.g. to escape prosecution)".

•

"That the Australian migration and prostitution laws are used/applied to the
detriment of Thai 'contract girls' brought to Melbourne".

•

"That Australia's federal response to the international sex trade is
ineffectual"
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Definitions
Trafficking in persons
There are ongoing debates, both locally and internationally, around the
definition of 'trafficking' for the purposes of sexual exploitation. According to
Kelly and Regan, "the inconsistency of definitions between states, between
institutions within states, and across research studies is often cited as a
serious barrier to progress in understanding and addressing trafficking" i.
The most recent international instrument addressing trafficking in persons: the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention Against
Transnational Organized Crime, 2000 defines trafficking in persons as:
"The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by
means of threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of
fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of
the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a
person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.
Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery [or] servitude…" in Article 3, subparagraph (a).
It goes on to say that:
"[t]he consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation
set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the
means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used" in Article 3,
subparagraph (b).
This definition is significant for several reasons. Most notably, trafficked
persons (especially prostituted women) are viewed as victims of a crime
rather than criminals.
It is also important to note that the focus is not on the crossing of national
borders but rather on the purpose of exploitation as outlined in Article 3a.
The definition acknowledges that prostitution and trafficking often go hand-inhand, rather than attempting to draw problematic demarcations between the
two, as "trafficking for the purposes of sexual exploitation relies upon, and
sustains, prostitution and women's inequality" ii.
By locating trafficking within the framework of the sex industry and prostitution
it affirms trafficking as part of a 'continuum of control' , that is the range of
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strategies employed, from physical violence and abduction "through to
threats deception, and other forms of mental control which make 'free and
voluntary agreement' impossible" iii. Moreover, the need to prove force (Article
3a and b) is absent and the consent of a victim is irrelevant (Article 3b),
highlighting the difficulties associated with concepts of 'choice' in an
oppressive context.
For the purposes of this research, this definition of trafficking will be adopted.

People smuggling
Unlike trafficking, people smuggling requires the movement of people across
national borders.
The most recent definition of smuggling appears in the Protocol Against the
Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the UN
Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime. The Protocol defines
people smuggling as:
"The procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other
material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the
person is not a national or a permanent resident (Article 3)" iv.
While "people trafficking, by it's nature, involves not just irregular movement of
migrants but also subsequent exploitation for criminal purposes" v, a
distinction can be drawn between people smuggling for entry into a country,
and people smuggling for entry and subsequent exploitation vi. However,
people smuggling is increasingly linked to other types of crime.

Definitions specific to the Prostitution Control Act 1994
There are a number of definitions laid out in the Prostitution Control Act 1994
(Vic) that are specific to the Act. These are:
Brothel
"…any premises made available for the purpose of prostitution by a person
carrying on the business of providing prostitution services at the business's
premises" (section 3 (1)).
Escort Agency
"…a business of providing, or facilitating the provision of, prostitution services
to persons at premises not made available by the agency" (section 3 (1)).
Prostitution
"…the provision by one person to or for another person (whether or not of a
different sex) of sexual services in return for payment or reward" (section 3
(1)).
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Prostitution Service Provider
"…a person carrying on a business of a kind referred to in the definitions…of
'brothel' and 'escort agency'" (section 3 (1)).

Definitions Specific to the Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery
and Sexual Servitude) Act 1999:
There are a number of definitions laid out in the Criminal Code Amendment
(Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act 1999 (C'wlth), amending the Criminal
Code Act 1995 (C'wlth), that are specific to the Act. These are:
Sexual Servitude
The condition of a person who "provides sexual services and who, because of
the use of force or threats:
(a) is not free to cease providing sexual services; or
(b) is not free to leave the place or area where the person provides sexual
services", (section 270.4 (1)).
Sexual Service
"The commercial use or display of the body of the person providing the
service for the sexual gratification of others", (section 270.4 (2)).
Threat
Means:
(a) a threat of force; or
(b) a threat to cause a person's deportation; or
(c) a threat of any other detrimental action unless there are reasonable
grounds for the threat of that action in connection with the provision of
sexual services by a person", (section 270.4 (2)).
Slavery
Slavery is the condition of a person "…over whom any or all of the powers
attaching the right of ownership are exercised including where such a
condition results from a debt or contract made by the person", (section
270.1).
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Definitions from DIMIA applicable to the Migration Act 1958
Removal (deportation)
"When an overstayer or unlawful non-citizen is unwilling or unable to arrange
their own departure and DIMA takes action in accordance with section 178 of
the Migration Act ['Designated persons to be in immigration detention'] to
ensure they depart Australia" vii.
Migration zone
Australian territories, excluding Ashmore and Cartier, Christmas and Cocos
Islands, for migration purposes (people who travel illegally to these islands
can not apply for any visa to Australia) viii.
Substantive visa
A visa “…whether permanent or temporary, other than a bridging visa or a
criminal justice visa” ix.

Contract Girls
'Contract girls'x are prostituted women who are in a situation of debt bondage.
That is, they have agreed to or signed contracts before arriving in Australia
that stipulate the repayment of a 'debt'. This debt is held by the brothel owner
where they work and usually consists of their purchase price and passage to
Australia.
This debt may also be exchanged or transferred between traffickers in
different countries and states, whereby 'ownership' over the women is also
transferred.
In a number of cases known to the police, the following patterns have
emerged in relation to conditions/stipulation's of the contract:
Repayment of such a debt is facilitated by a number of methods, the most
common being to work their first 500 'jobs' without payment. The women are
often required to continue working for the brothel owner for a period of time
after the debt has been repayed (12 months appears to be a common period
of time). It is also common for the women to be charged for rent, laundry, to
make payments for the maid, etc. keeping the women indebted and raising
the income of the brothel owner.
Contract girls are generally required to work a 6-day week, with one 'free' day.
If they 'choose' to work on their free day, they may receive a portion of the
service fee. As the women have no other form of income, they are effectively
forced to work a 7-day week.
While under contract, the women have their freedoms severely restricted and
their movements are subject to scrutiny and surveillance. For instance, they
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are not allowed to leave the premises where they live without permission and
an escort, and are commonly locked in overnight to prevent escape.
Furthermore, their passports and travel documents are confiscated upon
arrival to Australia and held by the brothel owners until they have repayed
their debt.
The women have no choice as to where they work and are escorted to and
from the brothels. They may also be moved between states.
The only ways in which contract girls can be freed of their debt is to complete
the first 500 jobs without payment, or in unusual cases, to be bought out by a
customer. Undoubtedly, traffickers would generally refuse this option.

i

Kelly, L & Regan, L (2000), Stopping Traffic: Exploring the Extent of, and Responses to,
Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation in the UK, Police Research Series, Paper 125,
Home Office, London, p.2.
ii

Kelly, L & Regan, L (2000), Stopping Traffic: Exploring the Extent of, and Responses to,
Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation in the UK, Police Research Series, Paper 125,
Home Office, London, p.1.
iii

Kelly, L & Regan, L (2000), Stopping Traffic: Exploring the Extent of, and Responses to,
Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation in the UK, Police Research Series, Paper 125,
Home Office, London, p.4.
iv

Tailby, R (2001), Organised Crime and People Smuggling / Trafficking to Australia, Trends
and Issues in Crime and Criminal Justice - No. 208, Australian Institute of Criminology, p.2.
v

Tailby, R (2001), Organised Crime and People Smuggling / Trafficking to Australia, Trends
and Issues in Crime and Criminal Justice - No. 208, Australian Institute of Criminology, p.5.
vi

Tailby, R (2001), Organised Crime and People Smuggling / Trafficking to Australia, Trends
and Issues in Crime and Criminal Justice - No. 208, Australian Institute of Criminology, p.4.
vii

DIMIA (2000), Protecting the Border: Immigration Compliance, 'Glossary'.

viii

DIMIA (2000), Protecting the Border: Immigration Compliance, 'Glossary'.

ix

DIMIA (2000), Protecting the Border: Immigration Compliance, 'Glossary'.

x

Information in this section outlined by McKinney, Ivan, Detective Senior Sergeant, (2001),
Trafficking in Women for Prostitution, [public forum] November 21, Melbourne University.
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Case study:

the prosecution of Glazner

On the 30th of October 2000 the trial of Gary Glazner began at the County
Court, Melbourne, presided by Judge William White. Witnesses for the Crown
prosecution included Thai 'contract girls' in Glazner's custody, ('Honey' who
gave evidence at the trial through a translator, and 'Michelle' whose testimony
from the committal proceedings was read into evidence at the trial), and a
manager of one of the brothels owned by Glazner ('Tina', who gave evidence
at the trial), 'Tina' also 'looked after' the women and translated between them
and Glazner. It was the cooperation of these women that became the catalyst
to charge Glazner i.

Overview
Glazner had been charged in 1999 under the Prostitution Control Act 1994
with 5 counts of being an unlicensed prostitution service provider (contrary to
section 22, subsections 1 and 10), and 2 counts of living on the earnings of
prostitution (contrary to section 10 of the Act).
Glazner was also initially charged with false imprisonment. However, at the
committal hearing the false imprisonment charges were lost. Even though
evidence was presented that the women feared Glazner, that he had withheld
their passports and restricted their movements, this was not enough. The
committal hearing "seemingly needed proof of violence and threats of violence
- it was unable to recognise that women trafficked from Thailand did not need
to be constantly threatened…the women knew they were not free and were
not safe" ii.
The police first received information about the Thai women via an informant in
1997. A sex slavery investigation called 'Operation Salta' was subsequently
launched, and a 14 month investigation by the police Asian Squad, in
conjunction with the Department of Immigration, saw Glazner arrested in May
1999 iii.
Investigators found that Glazner had bought Thai women from agents in
Thailand for between $15,000 - 18,000 (which included their travel costs), and
they had willingly come to Australia (direct from Thailand) to work as
prostitutes iv.
Glazner had not only been involved in the trafficking of Thai 'contract girls', but
also held them in debt bondage. However, at the time of the offences
(1996/97), the Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act
1999 had not come into affect, so police instead utilised the PCA and charge
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him on these lesser charges. Although he had also manipulated immigration
laws, no charges were laid under the Migration Act, 1994.
Evidence of substantial payments by Glazner to agents in Thailand (who
recruited the women), the obtaining of visas to enable entry to Australia (as
purported tourists or visitors) and the obtaining of refugee status in Australia
for the women, was however, used to provide motive for him to be using the
trafficked Thai 'contract girls' to provide him with an income.

Recruitment and tactics
The women were recruited in Thailand by a Mr Chang who stipulated 3
options for the women's 'contracts'. 'Michelle' told the committal hearing that
the "first condition was 500 jobs, after I finish 500 jobs I would receive $40 or
$50, and that within a year. Second condition 700 or 800 jobs. After that I
could do whatever I want. Third condition I need to pay… $36,000 or $37,000.
He told me when I met the boss [Glazner] the boss would tell me which
option" v.
Once the women had agreed to a contract, Thai agents obtained either
student or visitors (holiday) visas for the women at the Australian embassy in
Thailand. The women, who were predominantly in their early twenties and
spoke little English, were then accompanied by a Thai 'minder' on a flight to
Australia (Sydney), who carried their passports and posed as a relative or
boyfriend.
Once they had arrived in Australia, the women and their passports were
handed over to Glazner who then transported them from Sydney to
Melbourne.

Immigration manipulation
Some of the women arrived with legitimate travel documents but contravened
their visa conditions, while others had forged or doctored passports, or simply
posed as another person whose passport they held.
Once in Melbourne, Glazner applied for refugee visa's for the women within
48 hours of their arrival through 2 particular migration officers. Some women
were unaware that an application had been lodged in their name vi. All
documentation was in English and filled in prior to visiting the immigration
office. The women were simply asked to sign the paperwork.
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:

"Have you ever gone with Gary [Glazner] anywhere in relation to
getting visa's for any of the [contract] girls?"
"Yes, I did"
"…Do you remember the person's name?"
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Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:

"…Wang"
"Who went with you to see Mr. Wang?"
"Gary went with"
"Did Gary tell you what to do…?"
"Yes, he told me I have to tell the [contract] girl what to say so
they can get a working visa"
"Did you know what sort of visa it was called?"
"Refugee - Refugee Visa…"
"Who was it that gave the story as to what to put on the form?"
"Gary and Wang"
"Gary and Mr. Wang talk about a story and then you tell the girl;
is that what happens?"
"Yes"
"What …did Gary [Glazner] and Mr Wang talk about? What sort
of stories did they say to the girls?"
"I can't return home because someone's going to kill [me]"
"And then did Gary…get you to interpret for the girl what she
should say if she's ever asked questions about it?"
"Yes…just answer in the same way I said before" vii.

The women had expected to be able to work in Australia for approximately 2
years, although generally only had a 1 - 3 month visitors visa. However, as
Jones (former client and husband of 'Honey') testified, Glazner was running
an immigration 'scam':
Jones:
Crown:
Jones:
Crown:
Jones:

"…they [Glazner and a migration agent] apply for refugee
[status], that gets refused almost automatically, and then a
further application is put in for a review"
"Of that refusal?"
"Yes"
"And what does that do?"
"…when that review is in place, a work permit is issued" viii.

This permit then allows the women to work legally in registered brothels until
DIMIA makes a decision of the review regarding their refugee status.
However, as Jones explained "the review doesn't start until the original visa
stops" ix. So the review and subsequent work permit do not come through until
the visitors visa expires (after approx. 1-3 months).
The women were therefore working in contravention of their visa conditions
for some weeks, and then awaiting a decision from the review process. As the
applications for these visas were lodged containing false information supplied
by Glazner, and/or without the women's knowledge, it became highly likely
that the review of their refused application for refugee visas would uphold the
initial decision of deportation. In other words, the women are unable to
lawfully work at any stage under this 'scam', but may be able to elude DIMIA
long enough to 'repay' Glazner before they are deported, at which time
Glazner brings in more 'contract girls'.
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Exploitation for profit
Glazner housed the women at the Clifton Hotel, Kew. When he ran out of
space at these premises he rented a house in South Melbourne which he also
used as an illegal brothel. From June - December 1997 the women worked in
a legal brothel in Tope St, South Melbourne. From February - November
1998, they worked at a legal brothel in City Rd, South Melbourne x.
It was at these premises that Glazner enforced the women's 'contracts' which
involved them working off their 'debt' to him through doing their first 500 'jobs'
for no payment, with each job being a half hour sexual service for which
clients paid $100 - $110. This equalled approximately $32,000 in profit for
Glazner from each 'contract girl' (after the deduction of their 'purchase'
costs)xi.
Furthermore, DIMIA records connected at least 40 'contract girls' to Glazner
(which they were able to prove), but investigators suspected 4 to 5 times this
many women were involved. This meant that Glazner made at least $1.2
million from these 40 women alone xii.

Sexual slaveryxiii
During the committal and the trial, it became clear the 'contract girls' had been
kept in conditions of sexual slavery - a form of debt bondage. For instance,
one woman's 'work book' showed that she worked over 53 'jobs' in a 3 day
period while working off her 500 'jobs', and Glazner's takings sheets reflected
his takings in one night equalled $2,940 (his cut of the women's earnings).
The women were worked very hard, generally 12 hour shifts, 7 days a weekxiv.
Testimony from 'Michelle', one of Glazner's 'contract girls', confirmed the
conditions of slavery, illustrating Glazner's ownership of her:
Crown:
"…who was it that owned you in Thailand?"
Michelle:
"Chang…He sent me to Bart [Glazner], then I belonged to
Bart…"
Crown:
"What was he [Chang] getting out of it?"
Michelle:
"So he would get some money from Bart because he sold me to
him"
Crown:
"Did you think if you didn't perform your contract, that you would
get into trouble?"
Michelle:
"I would, I would be in trouble" xv.
(Testimony regarding the 'contract' conditions)
Crown:
"Do you remember how much you were supposed to pay him
[Glazner]?"
Honey:
"17,000 or 18,000 [dollars]…"
Crown:
"Who told you that that's how much you had to pay?"
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Honey:

"Gary was the one to tell" xvi.

Crown:
Honey:
Crown:
Honey:

"Did you have to do a number of jobs?"
"Yes…500 jobs"
"Would you be paid for the 500 jobs, or only after the 500 jobs?"
"After the 500 jobs" xvii.

Sexual servitude
It also became apparent that the women had been kept in conditions of sexual
servitude. They lived in extremely cramped conditions and had their freedoms
severely restricted whilst under contract.
These restrictions included being locked in the Hotel premises, Glazner's
'safehouse' (where they lived), overnight. Glazner had installed a large locked
wrought iron gate and bars on the stairwells, and the windows were sealed to
prevent the women leaving. They were driven to and collected from the
brothels at which they worked, either by Glazner or an associate. Glazner had
also confiscated their passports, so even if the women were able to escape
from the Hotel, they were not able to leave Australia xviii.
Defence:
Michelle:
Defence:
Michelle:
Defence:
Michelle:
Defence:
Michelle:

"Anywhere you wanted to go, you were free to do so?"
"Most of the time there would be someone to mind me"
"Who?"
"Bart [Glazner], if Bart went out somewhere, I couldn't go
anywhere"
"Why not?"
"Because they wouldn't let us go"
"Do you say that Mr Glazner was responsible for restricting your
movements, you weren't allowed to move around as you wanted
to?"
"Yes, I was not happy" xix.

Further evidence from Jones reiterates this control:
Crown:
"Did you make any observation of the rapport…between Mr
Glazner and the girls that he brought in and took away?
Jones:
"…he was the boss"
Crown:
"What gave you that impression?"
Jones:
"Well, he controlled what they did, where they went" xx.
Jones also said that 'Michelle' had escaped from the hotel, by climbing out a
second storey window and down a tree, and that "she was distraught. She
didn't know where to go and where to turn" xxi. Glazner subsequently cut down
the tree and barred the window to stop any further escapes xxii.
'Michelle' approached police to give a statement, after which time she was
"approached by a man sent by Glazner who asked her to nominate a cash
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payment and offered to take her back to Thailand" xxiii.
Furthermore, Glazner verbally abused the women and employed intimidation
tactics to ensure compliance. For instance, he kept a loaded gun in clear view
of the women at the hotel at which they lived xxiv. Testimony from 'Michelle'
indicates that the women lived in fear: "When I stay here I'm scared, if I go
back [to Thailand] I'm still scared, so it's better to work [in Australia]" xxv.
Both Police and DIMIA officers visited the hotel and brothels on a number of
occasions. In such instances the women either held photocopies of their
passports or were given their actual passport until DIMIA officials left, at which
time they were again confiscated by Glazner:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:

"Did Gary [Glazner] say anything about whether or not to give
the passports to the girls?"
"I will give at time immigration come in and check up"
"Did he say anything about whether or not after the end of the
shifts you give the passports to the girls or not?"
"He only told me that return it back to Gary" xxvi.

Domestic trafficking
On a few of these occasions DIMIA removed 'contract girls' from the premises
but Glazner soon replaced the women with more 'contract girls'.
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:

"Did you see what happened after those girls left; did any other
girls arrive?"
"Yes, there are"
"How soon after each of these occasions…did they arrive - more
girls - days or weeks afterwards?"
"About two or three days later…"
"…did Gary [Glazner] ever tell you where they came from?"
"Sydney" xxvii.

And further:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:
Crown:
Tina:

"…were you ever aware from talking with Gary [Glazner] of him
going to Sydney?"
"Yes, Gary used to tell me that he wanted to go to Sydney"
"Did he say why he was going to Sydney?"
"Because there is not enough girl working"
"When he came back from Sydney did any more girls show
up…?"
"Yes" xxviii.

Glazner moved the women between brothels in Melbourne and Sydney. 'Tina'
told the Melbourne magistrates Court that she knew of three men who were
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"responsible for supplying the girls", and named them as Sunny, who had
been referred to as 'the big boss in Sydney', Andy and Sam xxix.

Detention and deportation
Many of the 'contract girls' that had been working for Glazner ended up in
detention centres for visa violations, and some were unaware of applications
for refugee status in their names. As such the applications became invalid and
the women were deported xxx.
An examination of the Immigration Review Tribunal (IRT) outcomes for these
women finds that, not only did they believe they were legally able to work, as
they had been advised as such by Glazner and Mr Wang, but that fears for
their safety upon their return to Thailand were not sufficient circumstances for
the Tribunal to reinstate a visa or cancel the deportation orders. One woman
stated that she would be dead if she returned to Thailand xxxi.
The Tribunal hearing, held in 1998 before the women were in detention and
before the prosecution of Glazner, found that the women had "not knowingly
breached the conditions of [their] visa" by working but they had "intended a
much longer stay in Australia than the period of three months authorised by
[their]…visa, given that the day after [their] arrival in Australia [they]
completed an application for a …protection [refugee] visa" xxxii, even though
the IRT conceded that these applications had been made on their behalf and
in some cases, without their knowledge.
Glazner also gave evidence at the hearing, denying that he earned money
from the women, or that he was enforcing the repayment of a debt. Instead
stating that he had only wanted to ensure the women's safety and "he had
looked after his girls well and provided a family atmosphere for them" xxxiii.
However, the IRT noted that it was 'more likely than not' that the women were
"recruited in some way for the purposes of working for Mr Glazner as
prostitute[s], prior to departure from Thailand" xxxiv.

Fear
The police investigation faced difficulties in getting the women to agree to give
evidence. There are no mechanisms in place to assist and support trafficked
women if they come forward, instead they risk being detained and deported.
Furthermore, they often fear that there will be reprisals against themselves or
family members in Thailand xxxv. As the translator for 'Michelle' stated at the
trial: "She said if she is here, maybe she will die. If she goes back to Thailand,
she will die" xxxvi.
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Furthermore, 'Honey' testified that her Thai boss (Chang) held a naked photo
of her in Bangkok, and she was "scared that he would [use it to] take my child
away" xxxvii, and "I'm scared that he would show my photo and he would chase
me" xxxviii.
An inner-Sydney brothel owner with detailed knowledge of 'contract girl'
operations said that fear was a more effective jailer than physical
imprisonment, and "if a girl is a real problem they will send her back [home]
and deal with her there" xxxix.

DIMIA response (departmental cooperation?)
In particular the police faced problems with DIMIA in keeping the 'contract
girls' who had agreed to be witnesses in the country to give evidence at the
trial. As such the police attempted to secure Criminal Justice visas for the
women which would enable them to stay for the hearings, and usually have a
working visa attached. However, DIMIA wanted the police to fully support the
witnesses during the trial instead xl.
The Office of Public Prosecutions fought to secure working visas for the
women, but DIMIA wanted a guarantee that the women would not work as
prostitutes, even though they had no contacts in Australia, no other skill base,
and prostitution is legal in Victoria xli.
Although they eventually won the fight to keep the women in Australia for the
hearing, they were nonetheless kept in detention up until the hearing xlii.
Creating a situation where the victims and witnesses were imprisoned, while
the criminal [Glazner] was released on bail.

Deterrence?
The jury found Glazner guilty of all 7 charges in less than 2 hours, a clear
indication that the jury members had little doubt as to his guilt. However, the
Judges sentence was at odds with this.
Although the offences carried maximum sentences of 4 and 5 years, Glazner
only received a penalty of 18 months imprisonment (fully suspended for 2
years) and a $31, 000 fine. This sparked police and community outcry that
such a light sentence was not an effective deterrence and inappropriate to a
major figure in trafficking of women xliii.
In passing sentence, the judge noted that Glazner had used registered
licencees to provide a 'façade of legitimacy'. And he had indeed been involved
in trafficking of 'contract girls', which involved the "systematic manipulation of
the Commonwealth immigration laws…" xliv.
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He went on to say that, while Glazner had not "forced these Thai sex workers
into the sex industry, it is clear that [his] greed gave rise to [his] exploiting
these women…" and that, (ironically), the object of the PCA was, in part, "to
maximise the protection of prostitutes from violence and exploitation. There
can be no doubt that [Glazner] exploited these Thai sex workers…" xlv.
However, Judge White also asserted that Glazner had acted 'decently'
towards the women, citing the fact that Glazner allowed 'Michelle' to buy out
her contract and marry Jones. It appeared that the Judge had accepted the
legitimacy of the contract and believed Thai women are "somehow intrinsically
different from Australian women, that for them a contract such as this was
acceptable" xlvi.
Furthermore, the judge 'joked' about free passes that had been seized at
Glazner's premises and tendered as evidence (offering men a free service
with 'the lady of their choice' - that is Glazner's trafficked 'contract girls'),
stating that "there are eight gentlemen of the jury - do we have eight freebies
for them?" xlvii. These comments provide yet more evidence of the patriarchal
and sexist nature of Australia's legal system.
The office of Public Prosecutions appealed the leniency of the sentence. The
appeal was heard at the Supreme Court, and Glazner received the new
sentence of 30 months imprisonment (fully suspended for 2 and a half years)
and a $30,000 fine. Hardly a substantial deterrent for other traffickers in
women.
According to Kathleen Maltzahn this creates the concern that "the police
hierarchy will be reticent to again devote resources to policing trafficking - it is
not worth their while if they can't get results" xlviii.
No doubt the laws will be tightened and the traffickers will again find
'loopholes' to exploit that will assist them.

Legislative 'loopholes'
Even if Glazner had been prosecuted under the more recent Criminal Code
Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act 1999 (SSSA), he may have
received a similar sentence, even though the legislation was specifically
drafted to stop the international traffic in women for the purpose of sexual
exploitation.
This is due to a number of 'loopholes' in the legislation that will ensure many
traffickers in women are not stopped. For instance, deception and consent are
leading elements within the legislation, therefore trafficked women who have
'consented' to work as prostitutes under contract, such as 'Honey' and
'Michelle', will fall outside the provision unless they can prove a situation of
slavery. If the onus of proof cannot be met, such cases will not be covered by
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the SSSA xlix.
Furthermore, the legislation stipulates the crossing of national borders. So in
cases such as Glazner's, where he trafficked women across state borders, he
could not be prosecuted for this interstate trafficking under the legislation.

Impact and support services for trafficked women
Prosecution of traffickers is often reliant on the testimony of trafficked women,
yet there is a real lack of support services or incentives for trafficked women
to come forward. They now know that if they come forward to challenge the
men that exploit them, they will receive little support in their efforts.
Threats and intimidation tactics of traffickers and brothel owners against
trafficked women and their families leaves little impetus for trafficked women
to become witnesses.
However, experiences in Europe suggest that specialist NGO's can make a
significant difference, enabling about 50% of the women they support to give
evidence against their exploiters through the provision of care and support
services, such as safe accommodation, counselling, income support,
advocacy, and education and training l.
As no such organisations currently exist in Australia, it would appear that to
expose traffickers means to expose trafficked women to deportation. Once the
women have been deported they are subject to a five year exclusion period
during which they will not be considered for re-entry to Australia.

Summary
Melbourne man Gary Glazner, a trafficker of debt bonded women, was
prosecuted in 2000 for offences under the PCA, the SSSA not being in effect
at the time he was charged. Witnesses for the prosecution included Thai
'contract girls' in his custody, although they feared reprisals against
themselves of family members in Thailand due to their evidence.
The police investigation ran from 1997-1999 and found Glazner had bought
Thai women for $15 - 18, 000 to work as prostitutes in Australia, manipulating
Australian migration laws to bring the women into the country.
The women were recruited in Thailand and accompanied on a flight to
Australia on student or visitors visas. Once in Australia their passports were
confiscated by Glazner.
Glazner was running an immigration scam whereby an application for refugee
status was lodged for the women, often without their knowledge, and rejected.
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An application for a review of that refusal is then lodged. When the review
was in place a work permit was issued, allowing the women to work in
Glazner's legal brothels until an outcome was decided. Generally that
outcome was deportation, so Glazner brought in more 'contract girls' to
exploit.
Many of the women working for Glazner ended up in detention centres for
visa violations and were eventually deported. Although some of the women
stated at the Immigration Review Tribunal (IRT) hearings that they feared for
their life upon their return to Thailand, this was not sufficient for the IRT to
reinstate a visa or cancel deportation orders.
Glazner enforced the women's contracts, which involved them working off
their 'debt' to him via unpaid prostitution from which Glazner profited greatly,
making at least $1.2 million from around 40 Thai women who worked 12 hour
shifts, 7 days a week for him.
The prosecution showed that the 'contract girls' had been kept in conditions of
sexual slavery and servitude. As well as denying the women the money they
earned, their freedoms were severely restricted and their movements
monitored. Glazner also trafficked the women domestically between
Melbourne and Sydney, and verbally abused them, employing intimidation
tactics to ensure their compliance.
DIMIA resisted the granting of criminal justice visas to the women who had
agreed to testify. Altyhough the women were eventually able to remain in
Australia for the hearing, they were kept in detention centres until that time,
while Glazner was released on bail.
A jury found Glazner guilty of 7 charges and while the offences carried
sentences of 4 and 5 years Glazner only received a penalty of 18 months
imprisonment (fully suspended for 2 years), and a $31, 000 fine. This sparked
police and community outcry at the leniency of the sentence.
Upon appeal Glazner received 30 months imprisonment (fully suspended for 2
and a half years) and a $30, 000 fine.
Even if Glazner had been prosecuted under the new SSSA, he may have
received an equally lenient sentence due to 'loopholes' in the legislation.
The case has illustrated that to expose traffickers in women is to expose
trafficked women to deportation, and they will receive little support if they
come forward as witnesses.
Experiences in Europe suggest that specialist NGO's can make a significant
difference through the provision of care and support services, enabling many
trafficked women to give evidence against traffickers. There are currently no
such organisations in Australia.
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Tactics of traffickers in women
Recruitment
There appear to be 4 patterns of recruitment by international traffickers in
women for prostitution, all involving some form of deception:
• Complete coercion through abduction and kidnapping
• Deception by promises of legitimate employment
• Deception through half-truths, such as their employment will be in
entertainment, dancing or stripping
• Although being aware they are going to work in prostitution, they are not
made aware of the extent to which they will be indebted, intimidated,
exploited and controlled i.
Generally in Australia, as in the Glazner case, the Thai women know that they
will be working in prostitution, the deception is usually in terms of
remuneration or working conditions.

Entry
Trafficking in people, particularly women, appears to be largely facilitated by
organised crime syndicates ii. There are a number of methods and tactics
commonly used by traffickers to ensure the entry of trafficked women into the
country of destination.
It was found in the Glazner case in Melbourne that the cycle usually began
with members of a crime syndicate approaching women in Thailand and
explaining the terms of the 'contract' that they will be entering into. If the
women agree in principal to the contract conditions, then they will be given
assistance to obtain a visa (usually a tourist visa).
Money was also deposited into bank accounts in their name to prove to
Australian immigration that they had a means of supporting themselves and
were legitimate tourists. A male, English-speaking escort who posed as her
husband/boyfriend or a relative, accompanied the women and commanded all
travel documentation.
Entry into Australia commonly involves presentation of variations of legitimate
and false or misleading documentation. Upon arrival, the women are
presented to their new 'owner' (the Australian trafficking connection - a pimp
or brothel owner - the person to whom they are indebted and who has
'purchased' the women, often for approx. $15-20 thousand dollars). All travel
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documents are also handed over to prevent them leaving the country.

Manipulation of Australian immigration lawsiii:
With respect to entry into Australia by 'potential migrants', immigration officials
"…report high levels of presentation at airports of fraudulent, stolen, or altered
travel documents…[including] bogus supporting documents, counterfeit
stamps, forged visas, photo-substituted passports, stolen blank passports,
and transposed visas" iv.
Many trafficked women arrive on tourist visas or increasingly, student visas
(as the onus is on the educational institution to monitor attendance rates,
etc.). Often false documents and passports have been used to obtain the visa.
Some women arrive on legitimate passports but overstay visas and violate
visa conditions (in particular, work conditions).
Often an application for refugee status is lodged within the first 48 hours of
arrival, often without the women's knowledge, to obtain a refugee visa. This
visa commences on the day of application and has a working visa attached,
which allows legal employment of trafficked women in legal brothels.
Women in these circumstances often end up in detention centres for visa
violations. As they may be unaware of an application for refugee status in
their name, this becomes an invalid application. Yet under current laws and
appeal processes the women can legally remain in the country for up to 2
years.

Summary
There appear to be 4 patterns of recruitment by international traffickers in
women for prostitution, all involving some form of deception, from complete
coercion through abduction and kidnapping, to being aware they are going to
work in prostitution but not being made aware of the extent to which they will
be indebted and controlled. In Australia the latter tactics are usually
employed.
Trafficking in women appears to be largely facilitated by organised crime
syndicates, with the women entering Australia as tourists or students. Bogus
documents may be presented and/or visa conditions violated.
Refugee status is commonly applied for on the women's behalf upon their
arrival, allowing legal employment due to a work visa being attached.
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Legal context
This research project set out to analyse relevant Australian federal legislation
in relation to the trafficking of Thai women to Melbourne and the prosecution,
or lack thereof, of traffickers in women. In order to do this, it is vital that the
political history and agendas of the state and federal government/s be
understood, in terms of the regulation of prostitution and of border control, and
to better understand the current legal status of traffickers and trafficked
women.
Likewise, as trafficking in women is a transnational industry, an examination
of relevant international human rights instruments is also important to locate
the research in a global context and to examine commonalities and
differences between domestic and international law, while outlining accepted
practice internationally.

Victorian state law: the legalisation of prostitution
In Victoria, brothel prostitution was legalised (controlled by the state through
criminal regulation) in 1986 under the Prostitution Regulation Act by the Labor
government of the time, who considered prostitution as principally an
economic exchange rather than commercial sexual violence. Following
governments, including the current state Labor government, continue to
embrace legalisation of the industry.
Legalisation was largely a strategy of harm minimisation. It was aimed at
increasing regulation, and decreasing illegal activity and violence inflicted
upon street-prostituted women (who it was believed, would choose to be
located in brothels). While legalisation has been successful in the prosecution
of illegal brothel owners, it has also led to further problems and issues such
as an increase in child prostitution i and trafficking in women ii, and the
exploitation and abuse of prostituted women by big business, which are not
addressed by treating prostitution as commercial sex.
Some commentators suggest that the state's control over the legalised
industry allows it to profit from the earnings of prostitution "…through
increased taxation, licensing fees, and the promotion of prostitution tourism" iii.
Victoria's current prostitution law is covered by the Prostitution Control Act
1994 (PCA). Under the Act, licensed brothels and escort agencies may
operate legally (although subject to local planning controls determined under
the Planning and Environment Act 1997), however street prostitution remains
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a criminal offence, as do unlicensed brothels and unlicensed escort agencies.
Prostituted women are required to be registered and must undergo regular
health checks for sexually transmitted diseases and HIV/AIDS.
However, the cost and legal scrutiny involved in the licensing process means
that "many (perhaps a majority) of prostitution businesses in Victoria remain
illegal" iv. The Australian Adult Entertainment Industry Inc., which represents
legal brothels, suggest there are an estimated 300 illegal brothels in Victoria
alone. Meanwhile, many prostitutes in legal brothels are paid as 'subcontractors' and as such are denied the benefits of other employees, including
workers compensation, annual leave, sick leave and superannuation.
The continued criminalisation of street prostitutes means that they cannot
seek police protection or take legal action without implicating themselves in a
criminalised trade.
The Act also established a Prostitution Control Board, made up of lawyers,
police and industry figures in an attempt to ensure rigorous licensing
procedures. However, in 1999 the Board was replaced by the Business
Licensing Authority (BLA), a generalist body with no specialist knowledge of
the sex industry.
The Act states that the object of the PCA, among other things, is "… to seek
to ensure that criminals are not involved in the prostitution industry; to
maximise the protection of prostitutes and their clients from health risks; to
maximise the protection of prostitutes from violence and exploitation; to
promote the welfare and occupational health and safety of prostitutes" v.
Yet both the legal and illegal sectors have boomed, and there has been a
large increase in the involvement trafficked foreign women vi. This constant
demand for 'new' women adds further profit incentives to the international
trafficking trade in women for sexual exploitation.
Women trafficked into prostitution in Australia are often 'contract workers',
denied their passports and earnings until they have paid the cost of their
travel and 'purchase fee' to the brothel owners. These women are kept in
sexual servitude in the form of debt bondage.
There are a plethora of issues and problems that have occurred or continue
under the legalisation of sectors of the sex industry. Overall, the legalisation of
prostitution in Victoria (followed by NSW and the ACT) has provided an
acceptance and normalisation of this form of sexual exploitation.
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Australian Federal law
Trafficking
Currently, there is no offence of 'trafficking in persons' under Australian
domestic law and as such, no official statistics are kept on its incidence.
However, it was found in 1993 that "80% of all female migrant sex workers in
Sydney were from Thailand and 90% of these women were on contracts" vii.
In 1999 the Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act
(Cwlth) was introduced to make "…trafficking a high risk, low gain activity" viii,
to deter organised crime groups, and target those with an international
connection. As the provisions have been created under the Criminal Code,
jurisdiction for trafficking rests primarily with the police, unless people are
moved across national borders, in which case DIMIA also plays a role
alongside the AFP.
The legislation has 3 main aspects that target traffickers in women for sexual
exploitation:
•

Deceptive recruiting for sexual services, with a penalty of 7-9 years
imprisonment. However, the legislation does not cover deception
regarding remuneration or working conditions.

•

Sexual servitude offences, including the use of force or threats to ensure
the provision of sexual services, with a penalty of 15-19 years
imprisonment. It was intended that the sexual servitude offences would
"form part of a package of Commonwealth, State and Territory sexual
servitude offences" ix.

•

Slavery offences, including where such a condition results from a debt or
contract, with a penalty of 25 years imprisonment. Because this activity
usually occurs across international boundaries the slavery offences will
apply whether the conduct occurs inside or outside Australia and whether
or not the offender is an Australian national.

It was recognised in 1997 by the then Minister for Justice, Senator Amanda
Vanstone, that "Sex slavery is a growing problem internationally, [and]
Australia has been identified as a significant destination for the international
trade in women and girls for the purpose of sexual exploitation" x.
Likewise, the Model Criminal Code Officers Committee (established by the
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General) stated that the Act was developed
as a result of "…international and domestic law enforcement concerns that
people are being brought into Australia to provide sexual services in
circumstances where they are at the mercy of unscrupulous operators" xi.
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It was asked at the time by Duncan Kerr, Shadow Minister for Justice
"whether the Government has followed the legislation through with a
commitment to education and enforcement. It seems the answer is no" he
said xii.
Former Federal Agent, Mr. Chris Payne is also skeptical about the new laws,
stating that "without resources it's meaningless" xiii.
Victorian and New South Wales police forces admit little has changed in the
industry, despite the law aimed at stopping it's growth, and with no police
used against the trade because of "priority issues" xiv.
While current Justice Minister, Chris Ellison, plays down Australia's
participation in the traffic of women. "What international sex trade?" a
spokeswoman said. "The advice I have from the Federal Police is there is little
evidence of it happening in Australia, certainly from an organised crime
perspective" xv.
A spokeswoman for the Minister has also said a Federal Police and
Immigration Department people-smuggling taskforce investigates trafficking in
women as part of its terms of reference xvi. However, both police and DIMIA
have said that there are no ongoing investigations into sexual slavery xvii.
Furthermore, there is currently no specific unit within the AFP, or any other
government department or agency, for the investigation and prosecution of
people trafficking, or slavery and sexual servitude offences. There is also "no
central repository of cases which are considered to fall within these
categories" xviii.
Although this legislation clearly states that trafficked women are victims of
crime, there are no resources set aside "specifically for supporting trafficked
women - not when they are first discovered, not if they want to testify, and
clearly not when they are deported" xix.
While there have been many cases of trafficked women being deported xx
and evidence of increasing involvement of organised crime, "there have not
been any investigations by the organised crime section of the police [National
Crime Authority] since the law [Prostitution Control Act] was changed in
1994"xxi.
This new legislative instrument gives the state the opportunity to signal its
commitment to the prosecution of traffickers in women, yet to date there have
been no prosecutions under this legislation.
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Immigration
There are a number of provisions under the Commonwealth Migration Act
1958 (MA) that are relevant to trafficking in persons, most notably, those
related to visas, and the detention and deportation of 'illegal' migrants.
Decisions on whether or not visa's are granted or someone is deported are
the exclusive territory of DIMIA bureaucrats and the Immigration minister.
The decision to deny or cancel a visa can be based on grounds as vague as
“the Minister [being] satisfied that the refusal or cancellation [are] in the
national interest” xxii.
Moreover, decisions under the Act (relating to detention and deportation) are
final and conclusive. Section 196, subsection 3, of the MA states that:
“subsection 1 prevents the release, even by a court, of an unlawful noncitizen from detention (otherwise than for removal or deportation)…” ;
and section 183 states:
“A court is not to order the release from immigration detention of a designated
person”.
Therefore these decisions cannot be appealed against, reviewed, or
questioned in any court.
Australia has been criticised by the United Nations, Amnesty International,
and the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, among
others for this violation of human rights. "The threshold between legal and
illegal has, since 1986, been constantly redrawn so as to restrict requests for
asylum… restrain the resort to legal appeal [and] information..." xxiii.
The stated object of the MA is to "regulate, in the national interest, the coming
into, and presence in, Australia of non-citizens" xxiv. This immediately creates
the dichotomy of 'us' and 'them' and asserts there is a common 'national
interest' that is shared by Australian citizens.
While the largest groups of visa overstayers are from the UK and the USA xxv,
it is the 'non-white' nationalities and in particular, 'boat people' who are
dehumanised and vilified by the government and the Australian media.
Immigration law seems to be the only area of Australian law in which
detention, without trial and non-reviewable (as stipulated by section 501A,
subsection 7), is mandatory. This 'administrative' sanction effectively makes
this imprisonment indefinite, and ensures it is only possible to receive
temporary visa's for migrants who have entered illegally.
Instituting mandatory imprisonment without trial contravenes a number of
international human rights instruments, and has been criticised as racist.
Furthermore, "the line between legal and illegal continues to be promoted by
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governments and media as the indisputable index of the legitimacy of claims
for asylum… and formal illegality tends to be regarded as commensurate with
immoral and criminal" xxvi. The government is thereby employing the
dichotomy of 'deserving' and 'undeserving' migrants to justify its racist and
arbitrary application of migration legislation.
This results in the criminalisation and deportation of trafficked women as
'illegal' immigrants, while the international flow of capital is not hindered by the
protection of borders and ‘national interests’. For instance, the contracts of
trafficked women are often sold across national borders. Clearly government
policy is concerned with the status of trafficked women as 'illegal' immigrants,
rather than as victims of exploitation.
Moreover, people who are deemed 'illegals' by the state are liable to pay the
Commonwealth the costs of their detention and deportation, as outlined in
sections 209 and 210 of the MA. If they are unable to pay these fees they are
translated into a debt owing to the government, which can prejudice future
applications for entry to Australia.
While trafficking in persons is exploited migration, trafficked women are not
migrant criminals. The Australian governments increasingly restrictive
immigration policies tighten up border controls that are often used to harass
vulnerable migrants, but have little effect on traffickers of personsxxvii.

International human rights instruments
The globalisation of capital ensures that organised trafficking in persons
operates as a transnational industry, not contained by national borders.
In this climate it is useful for countries to discuss the issues involved and
implement strategies which encourage cooperation across borders to end
trafficking. Such international instruments also create a shared language and
understanding of legalities involved, and promotes international awareness
and dialogue around the issue of trafficking in persons.
International instruments can include Resolutions (a declaration of intent),
Conference statements and Declarations (statements of political consensus of
participating countries - not legally binding), and Treaties and Conventions
(binds ratifying countries to a fulfilment of provisions at a national level - these
then have the force of law).
However, International instruments need to be ratified by 40 or more countries
before they become mechanisms of international law, and while the UN has
drawn attention to trafficking on an international level, "and has various
reporting and monitoring systems, mechanisms for enforcement of
conventions or international agreements are limited" xxviii.
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These international instruments are therefore largely dependent on the
political will of governments, not only to ratify them, but also to translate their
intent into domestic law.
International human rights instruments relevant to trafficking in women
include:
•

1930 ILO Convention Concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour

•

1948 Article 5 of the International Declaration of Human Rights

•

1949 Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others

•

1956 Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, Slave Trade
and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery

•

1979 Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW)

•

1990 Vienna Declaration on Human Rights

•

1992 Recommendation No. 19 of the Committee on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women

•

1993 Commission on the Status of Women Resolutions

•

1994 Commission on the Status of Women and General Assembly
Resolutions on Traffic in Women and Girls (filed year after year since
1994)

•

1994 International Conference on Population and Development
Declaration

•

1995 The Fourth World Conference on Women, Beijing, 'Platform for
Action' (sections on Violence Against Women, Human Rights and the Girl
Child)

•

1998 Working Group on Contemporary Forms of Slavery Resolutions

•

1998 Commission on Human Rights Resolutions

•

2000 UN Optional Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the Convention
Against Transnational Organised Crime xxix.
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The most recent and obvious instrument addressing trafficking in persons: the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Women and Children, supplementing the UN Convention Against
Transnational Organised Crime, is particularly useful in several regards.
Firstly, it defines trafficking in persons as "the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of threat or use of force
or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of
power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments
or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another
person, for the purpose of exploitation" , in Article 3, subparagraph (a).
It goes on in Article 3, subparagraph (b) to assert that "[t]he consent of a
victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in
subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means set
forth in subparagraph (a) have been used".
This Article of the Protocol is significant for several reasons. Most notably,
that trafficked persons (especially prostituted women) are viewed as victims of
a crime rather than criminals.
Furthermore, it protects all victims of trafficking in persons, without the need to
prove force (Article 3a and b) and states that the consent of a victim is
irrelevant (Article 3b), acknowledging that abuse of a victims vulnerability is as
potent a means of recruitment as coercion and deception (Article 3b).
It is also important to note that the focus of the Article is not on the crossing of
national borders but rather on the purpose of exploitation (Article 3a).
This Protocol is also beneficial in that it is the first UN instrument "to address
the demand which results in women and children being trafficked" xxx, and
highlights the intrinsic nature of prostitution to trafficking.
Australia has not yet signed the Protocol, despite the claims of being
committed to the problem after the introduction of its sex slavery laws. "It
would be unfortunate were the government's animosity towards the UN
Human Rights Committee system to prevent serious consideration of
measures designed to strengthen international cooperation against trafficking
in women and children and sexual slavery" said Dr Carmen Lawrence,
Shadow Minister for the Status of Women xxxi.
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Other mechanisms within the UN system and international
bodies
•

UniFem:
The UN development fund for women.

•

International Organisation for Migration:
An intergovernmental body concerned with the movement of migrants.
Monitors developments on the trafficking of women and children.

•

UNESCO:
United Nations Economic, Scientific and Cultural Organisation

•

UN Commission on Crime Prevention

•

International Labour Organisation

There are clearly a number of international instruments that can be employed
to tackle trafficking in women on a global scale, but they also have their
limitations. For instance, under some instruments submissions can only be
made by individuals, ruling out collective complaints.
The UN has drawn attention to trafficking on an international level, "and has
various reporting and monitoring systems [however], mechanisms for
enforcement of conventions or international agreements are limited" xxxii.
Australia has a far from perfect record when it comes to ratifying and
becoming a signatory to international instruments, meaning they are not
written into domestic law and have no legal force.
The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children, has not been signed or ratified by Australia
as yet.

Summary
Brothel prostitution was legalised in Victoria in 1986 in an attempt to regulate
the industry. However, there are still many illegal brothels opening and
operating, and an increase in the sexual exploitation of trafficked women.
The Slavery and Sexual Servitude Act amending the Criminal Code was
introduced in 1999 to target traffickers of women for prostitution. The 3 main
aspects that target traffickers in women for sexual exploitation in the
legislation are deceptive recruiting for sexual services, slavery offences,
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including as a result of a debt or contract, and sexual servitude offences,
including the use of force or threats.
However the Act has its shortcomings and no there have been no
prosecutions to date under the legislation. Furthermore, the legislation has not
been followed by an allocation of resources and education necessary to assist
trafficked women.
Under current migration law, 'illegal' migrants are manditorily detained without
trial. All decisions under the Migration Act relating to detention and
deportation are final and cannot be appealed against, reviewed or questioned
in any court. Australia has faced international criticism for this contravention of
international human rights instruments.
There are a number of international human rights instruments relevant to
trafficking in women, the most useful of these is the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children,
supplementing the UN Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime,
which views trafficked women as victims of a crime rather than as migration
criminals thereby addressing the demand for as well as the supply of
trafficked women. Australia has still not signed this Protocol.
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Legislative analysis
Prostitution Control Act provisions
The PCA was not drafted with trafficking in mind and as such its use in the
prosecution of traffickers is limited.
Legal brothels that exploit trafficked women face no charges. It is only through
proving that these women are forced into, or to remain in prostitution
(including use of assault, threats and intimidation, the supply of drugs of
dependence, and false representation), that brothel owners face a maximum
of 10 years imprisonment i. However, proving this use of force is difficult.
Likewise, forcing a person to provide financial support, whether "…derived
directly or indirectly from prostitution" ii, by the use of assault or threats to
assault, intimidation, or supply of drugs of dependence, is an indictable
offence with a maximum of 10 years imprisonment.
Under section 10, sub-section 1 of the Act, it is illegal to live "…wholly or in
part on, or derive a material benefit from, the earnings of prostitution". Those
who do so, including traffickers with women under contract, face a maximum
of 5 years imprisonment.
However, this is not applicable to legal (licensed and registered) brothel
owners in the running of their business as a 'prostitution service provider' iii.
Chief Inspector Ashby, head of the gaming and vice squad, said 'legal
loopholes' were hampering efforts by police to cope with the problem of illegal
brothels, which outnumbered registered ones, and the involvement of 'criminal
elements' in the industry iv.
Some of the 'loopholes' cited were the ability of those with serious criminal
records to work in the legal industry. Although the PCA states that brothel
operators must not have any criminal history or associations, convicted
offenders continue to have key roles in the industry. Ashby highlights the way
in which convicted criminals can doctor company records and use others who
are licensed as a 'front' for their business, stating that "sometimes the person
actually running the premises isn't licensed under the Act and it becomes very
difficult to prove what part they have in running the premises" v.
He also noted that it was difficult for police to "cope with the rampant nature of
the proliferation" of illegal brothels vi. This is not so much in proving a
premises is providing prostitution services, but rather in proving the owners
and managers know what is going on, which is a requirement under the PCA.
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Ashby points out that staff are reluctant to testify, resulting in few convictions
against organisers. However, when illegal brothels are closed down "most
simply re-open in a different location" vii.

Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act
provisions
The Slavery and Sexual Servitude Act (SSSA) has specific provisions relating
to 'sexual servitude' which it defines as "…the condition of a person who
provides sexual services and who, because of the use of force or threats, is
not free to cease providing sexual services; or is not free to leave the place or
area where the person provides sexual services" viii.
Although deception is specified as an element of this provision, it limits the
deception to the nature of the work. Furthermore, it has been found that "the
issue of deception or coercion is most likely to occur in relation to working
conditions… rather than the nature of the work involved" ix. Yet, these are the
very women who fall outside the provision. Unless this situation amounts to
slavery, such cases will not be covered by the SSSA x.
A broader provision of the SSSA relates to 'slavery', which it defines as "…the
condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right
of ownership are exercised, including where such a situation results from a
debt or contract made by the person" xi. This focus on ownership rights over
an individual is difficult to establish, and "…makes no mention of explicit
deception or other forms of duress" xii, nor does it mention exploitation.
As the provisions have been created under the Criminal Code, jurisdiction for
trafficking would rest primarily with the police, unless people are moved
across national borders, in which case DIMIA also plays a role alongside the
AFP.
This new instrument gives the state the opportunity to signal its commitment
to the prosecution of traffickers in women. Yet at present there is no
Australian unit or officer dedicated to the investigation of people trafficking or
slavery or sexual servitude xiii, and as Bernadette McMenamin, director of End
Child Prostitution, Pornography and Trafficking (ECPAT) pointed out, unless
there are resources dedicated to enforcing the SSSA, it will have a 'limited
value' xiv.
Furthermore, a recent report from the Australian Institute of Criminology
states that the SSSA 'does not go far enough', and effective punishment of
local traffickers 'is not occurring' xv.
It remains to be seen if Australia's recent signing of the UN Convention
Against Transnational Organised Crime will result in stronger action being
taken.
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To date there have been no prosecutions under this legislation.

Migration Act provisions
There are a number of provisions in the MA that could be used against
traffickers of persons. However, the researcher notes that while trafficking in
persons is exploited migration, trafficked women are not migration criminals
but victims of a crime, and as such were the following provisions to be
employed against trafficking in persons they should be directed at the
traffickers themselves.
In relation to the offence of organised people smuggling, section 232A of the
MA states:
A person is guilty if they "…organise or facilitate the bringing or coming to
Australia, or the entry or proposed entry into Australia, of a group of five or
more people…and does so knowing that people would become, upon entry
into Australia, unlawful non-citizens".
Although carrying the penalty, upon conviction, of 20 years imprisonment or
2000 penalty units (with one penalty unit being equal to $100), or both, this
provision is only applicable where 5 or more people are brought into the
country through legal channels, and excludes individuals or smaller groups,
as is often the case with trafficked women. Furthermore, this transportation of
people must involve the crossing of National Borders.
Section 233 (subsection 1a) states:
It is an offence for a person to take part in "the bringing or coming to Australia
of a non-citizen under circumstances… [in which] the non-citizen intended to
enter Australia in contravention of this Act".
While this section could apply to the trafficking of individuals, it again requires
the crossing of National borders.
Furthermore, a person must not "knowingly or recklessly harbour an unlawful
non-citizen, a removee or a deportee" xvi. This subsection could be applied to
traffickers and brothel owners who have trafficked 'contract girls' working for
them (where they entered unlawfully), but to date it has not been used to
prosecute traffickers.
The penalty stipulated under this section for such actions is 10 years
imprisonment, or 1000 penalty units, or both.
Sections 233A and 234 outline offences relating to forged, false or misleading
documents and information in connection with entry or proposed entry to
Australia, and visa applications, outlining the offence of misleading
immigration officials.
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The use of false documents is a tactic often employed by traffickers, however
the provisions under section 233A are again only applicable to groups of 5 or
more people. Whereas those under section 234 apply to individuals. As such,
they stipulate different penalties for the offence. Section 233A dictates the
penalty of 20 years imprisonment, 2000 penalty units, or both, whereas
section 234 dictates 10 years imprisonment or 1000 penalty units, or both.
Section 235 outlines offences relating to work where visa conditions are
contravened. It specifically states that an offence is committed where visa
conditions are violated by someone performing work in Australia "…whether
for reward or otherwise" xvii. So in instances where women are trafficked to
Australia and carry out their contract by performing the first 500 jobs without
payment, they are deemed to be committing an offence even though they may
be held in a situation of slavery or sexual servitude. As such these women not
only face detention and deportation, but under this provision they may also
face a fine of up to $10,000. Although this provision exists, it is not known to
have been used to fine trafficked women.
Section 236 outlines offences relating to visas, specifically those not granted
to the bearer. The use of others' passports and visa's is also a tactic
employed by traffickers, those caught in possession of another's visa face
"Imprisonment for 10 years or 1,000 penalty units, or both" xviii. Yet although
there is scope under this provision to pursue traffickers, to date it has not
been used as a mechanism of prosecution.
As outlined in section 48 and 48A, a non-citizen in the Australian ‘migration
zone’ who does not hold a substantive visa, and “…held a visa that was
cancelled…[may] apply for a visa of a class prescribed for the purposes of this
section, but not for a visa of any other class” xix.
In other words, if someone has had a visa refused or cancelled while in
Australia they must go 'offshore' to lodge a further (substantive) visa
application. So where trafficked women have had their visitor (holiday) visa
cancelled or been refused a protection (refugee) visa, they must leave
Australia before they can reapply, and "there is no guarantee that anyone
[will] be approved" xx.
Once deported, a 5 year exclusion period usually applies before someone can
re-apply for entry into Australia xxi.
Current and former federal governments are clearly more concerned with
'protecting' the national borders and 'national interests' of Australia against
'outsiders', than protecting or assisting trafficked women against traffickers
and organised crime syndicates.
While the largest groups of visa overstayers are from the UK and the USA xxii,
it is the 'non-white' nationalities and in particular, 'boat people' who are
dehumanised and vilified by the government and the Australian media.
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The MA appears to be the only Australian legislation that stipulates the
mandatory detention of someone without trial or the capacity to challenge or
bring into question this detention. This move contravenes a number of
international human rights instruments, and has drawn criticisms from the
international community.
As outlined under section 178 subsection 2, section 191, and section 196
subsection 1, the practice of mandatory detention for unlawful non-citizens
may only cease by the granting of a visa, removal or deportation. So once
trafficked women have been located by DIMIA, they are automatically
detained and generally removed from the country.

Summary
The use of the Prostitution Control Act in the prosecution of traffickers is
limited. It is only through proof of force to undertake or remain in prostitution,
or to provide financial support from prostitution that those exploiting trafficked
women can be charged.
Police have cited 'legal loopholes' as a barrier to dealing with the problem of
the proliferation of illegal brothels, and the involvement of 'criminal elements'
within the industry.
The Slavery and Sexual Servitude Act contains provisions for slavery and
sexual servitude, although falls short in some areas, and there is no unit or
resources established for the investigation of trafficking in women or slavery
and sexual servitude offences, further limiting the effectiveness of the
legislation. To date there have been no prosecutions under this legislation.
There are a number of provisions under the Migration Act relevant to
trafficking in persons, however these only apply to migration deception and
visa violations rather than trafficking per se. Furthermore, the MA is the only
Australian legislation that stipulates mandatory detention without trial or the
right of appeal, contravening a number of human rights instruments. It would
appear that the government is more concerned with protecting Australia's
borders than with assisting trafficked women.
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Federal response
Australian Federal Police
The role of the AFP is to enforce Commonwealth criminal law and to "protect
Commonwealth and national interests from crime in Australia and overseas" i,
including an emphasis on the countering and investigation of organised crime
and transnational crime ii.
Aside from their task of enforcing relevant legislation under the Criminal Code,
the AFP has undertaken a number of activities that are potentially relevant to
trafficking, including:
•

Intelligence gathering: the AFP and State police contribute information to
the Australian Bureau of Criminal Intelligence (ABCI), which was primarily
established to facilitate the exchange of criminal intelligence between
Australian law enforcement agencies. The ABCI also maintains the
Australian Law Enforcement Intelligence Net (ALIEN), and the Australian
Criminal Intelligence Database (ACID), which hold law enforcement
intelligence information, including intelligence on people smuggling and
trafficking. ALIEN assists in the identification of offenders and facilitates
cross-jurisdictional discussion on transnational crime iii.

•

Liaison officers: the AFP has approximately 28 liaison officers in 16
countries that maintain a high profile within the international law
enforcement community. The liaison officers facilitate the exchange of
information on matters including people smuggling and trafficking iv.
Australia also maintains international law enforcement links through its
membership with Interpol.

•

Cooperative assistance activities: the AFP have undertaken a number of
assistance activities within the Asia-Pacific region, including the provision
of sexual offence investigation training by the AFP to law enforcement
agencies in the Philippines, Thailand, Fiji, Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands
and Bangladesh v.

The police have held a number of investigations into the international traffic of
women, most notably the 1992-1996 'Operation Paper Tiger', headed by Chris
Payne, the biggest Australian police operation against the sex slave trade vi.
However, the investigations have had limited results, for instance no offences
were uncovered during two sex slavery investigations held since the new
Slavery and Sexual Servitude laws were introduced vii.
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Department of Immigration, Multicultural and Indigenous
Affairs
DIMIA manages the movement of people to and from Australia, and the stay
of people, including refugees. DIMIA also enforces the Migration Act through
its compliance and investigations departments viii.
DIMIA has undertaken a number of strategies that are potentially relevant to
trafficking, including:
•

Airline Liaison Officers (ALO's): provide advice to airline staff on the
acceptability of travel documentation and the identification of 'inadmissible'
passengers. ALO's generally have the airlines authority to operate freely
within the airlines system, including on board the aircraft ix.

•

Fines for airlines: where airlines bring 'inadmissible' passengers into
Australia, they may be fined up to $3000, under section 229 of the
Migration Act. They are also then liable to pay for the full cost of returning
the passenger to the country from which they came x.

•

Intelligence gathering: DIMIA has investigation units in Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth that investigate immigration malpractice.
These units work with other federal agencies such as the AFP in joint task
forces.

•

Movement Alert List (MAL): DIMIA maintains this database containing
records "of persons of character and health concern" to Australia, and of
lost, stolen, and fraudulent travel documents xi. All applicants for visas to
Australia are checked against the database prior to issue.

•

Data matching programs: with Centrelink and the Australian Taxation
Office assist DIMIA in the identification and location of people overstaying
visas or working in breech of visa conditions.

•

Sponsored travel restrictions: DIMIA limits the amount of people that can
be sponsored to come to Australia to 2 per individual. Nominations for
sponsored travel must also be lodged at least 5 years apart. Stipulated in
regulation 120J, these restrictions are aimed at preventing serial
sponsorship, as has occurred in the past, such as 'mail order bride'
racketsxii.

•

Education campaigns: DIMIA conducts domestic employer awareness
campaigns that encourage employers to only take on those who can
legally work in Australia. It also distributes material to countries of origin
and transit "to warn people of the risks associated with trying to enter
Australia illegally and the penalties smugglers have to face" xiii. A perfect
example is the recent television and poster campaign which depicts
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crocodiles and sharks as a threat to unlawful arrivals, particularly aimed at
'boat people'.
•

International liaison: DIMIA engages in information swapping with other
counties and their agencies regarding organisers of unauthorised arrivals
to help local authorities with possible prosecutions.

Cases of trafficked women often come to the attention of DIMIA through a
public 'tip off', such as other brothel owners. The agency will then visit the
suspected premises to ascertain the women's immigration status xiv.
DIMIA have their own search warrants, which are specific to unlawful noncitizens. If the women they find are unlawful they are taken into detention and
statements are taken. The Department may also "seize things that are related
to them being unlawful" xv.
If allegations are of "straight out unlawfuls, we take that on ourselves", where
there are further allegations of drugs or weapons, for instance, "we take the
police along" xvi.
Although DIMIA has traditionally been the lead agency in matters of illegal
immigration, Australia has now adopted a 'whole-of-government' approach to
tackling people smuggling and trafficking, with cooperation between a number
of agencies xvii.

Departmental cooperation?
DIMIA and the AFP have cooperated on a number of investigations into
sexual slavery, for example the investigation and prosecution of Gary Glazner
in Melbourne, and the New South Wales police and Immigration 'strike force'
in Sydney xviii. The Australian Taxation Office has also been involved in some
investigations of traffickers xix.
While government departments generally have their own compliance units to
enforce the legislation relevant to its department (such as immigration and
social security), the arrangements between these departments and the police
are usually specified in a 'memorandum of understanding' which usually
stipulate that when a department encounters organised crime within its
portfolio, it must report it to the AFP xx.
However, it has been said that there is a problem with this arrangement with
compliance officers not always having the expertise to identify organised
crime in the first place xxi.
DIMIA compliance officers liase with police where they come across evidence
of possible sex slavery or sex servitude offences. The police officers interview
the women as potential witnesses and decide whether prosecution is
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possiblexxii.
Even if an unlawful non-citizen prostitute agrees to give evidence, there is
little opportunity for such a person to remain in Australia for long enough to
give evidence at the trial. The MA requires DIMIA to remove unlawful noncitizens as soon as practicable xxiii.
While DIMIA officials in Melbourne say they have had positive experiences
with the Victorian Police, they also claim that "sometimes there is tension in
clarifying roles", but generally the police are cooperative and if the roles are
clear "toes tend not to get tread upon" xxiv.
However a senior police officer said he was frustrated by the attitude of DIMIA
of deporting the women instead of investigating scheme organisers, "sex
slavery doesn't seem to be a priority for Immigration, they are more worried
about Middle-Eastern people smuggling", he said xxv.
Carmen Lawrence has stated that "the deportation of [foreign] prostitutes
hampered action against organisers of international prostitution schemes" xxvi,
confirmed by Detective Senior Sergeant Ivan McKinney, investigator in the
Glazner case, who says the prosecution of the local trafficker was hampered
by DIMIA wanting to deport witnesses.
While 2 of the women were eventually allowed to remain in Australia for the
trial, one of the women left prior, and all of the other women had been
previously removed. Both police and the Department of Public Prosecutions
had to fight to secure the Criminal Justice visas to enable the 2 women to
stayxxvii, however DIMIA claims otherwise, stating that they were happy to
cooperate with the police request for Criminal Justice visas xxviii.

Other government responses
•

The Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
(HREOC) is also represented on the Asia Pacific Forum of National
Human Rights. In 1999 the forum established a regional network of
trafficking focal points, and each participating country now nominate a
contact point on issues of trafficking with a particular focus on women and
children, who liaises with the Office of the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights xxix.

•

AusAID provides funding for several projects that provide support for
victims of trafficking, including the Philippines-Australia Vulnerable Groups
Facility which provides essential programs for vulnerable groups such as
indigenous people and women. Social services supported by the fund
"strengthen the capacity of safety net programs to respond to the needs of
trafficking victims, including the provision of counselling and basic
education xxx.
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•

The Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) is currently taking part in the
UN Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention's (UNODCCP), 'Global
Program Against Trafficking in Human Beings', launched in 1999. The
Program consists of policy-oriented research and aims to promote the
development of effective criminal justice responses to people smuggling
and trafficking.
The program will collect data on different smugglers and traffickers of
people, and the 'structures and modalities' used for transporting and
exploiting them. An inventory of best practices used in "addressing
organised crime involvement in smuggling and trafficking, including special
legislation and institutional arrangements, will be created" xxxi.

•

International forums: Australia participates in a number of international
forums that consider the issues of people smuggling and trafficking,
including the International Symposium on Migration in Bangkok, 1999,
which adopted the 'Bangkok Declaration on Irregular Migration'.

Summary
The AFP have undertaken a number of activities locally and internationally
that are potentially relevant to trafficking in persons, including large scale
investigations, with limited results.
DIMIA have also undertaken a number of potentially relevant strategies
largely aimed at deterring and locating 'illegal' immigrants.
DIMIA and the AFP have cooperated on a number of investigations into
suspected trafficking cases. Where unlawful women prostitutes are found,
they are detained by DIMIA and deported. Where the women are willing to
become witnesses for the prosecution, they are often unable to remain long
enough for proceedings to begin.
Police are frustrated by DIMIA deporting women instead of investigating
scheme organisers, hampering attempts at prosecution.
There are a number of other government agencies and projects that
potentially address trafficking in women.
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Impact on trafficked women
Jean D'Cunha (UNIFEM, Bangkok) notes that trafficked women are often
'seasoned'. This means their name and identity are changed, their travel
documents are removed, and they are subjected to threats, brutality, terror
and fear in an effort to break their will to gain absolute compliance. She also
states that the impact of trafficking on the women's mental and physical
health, as well as the defence and coping mechanisms employed (such as
disassociation and drug use), have severe ramifications on the women's
wellbeing i.
Due to the fact that trafficked women under contract commonly have their
liberties restricted, their movements monitored, and may be fearful of reprisals
if they came forward, it is almost impossible to communicate with the women
about their concerns, experiences, and needs. It therefore becomes difficult
to establish what impact the trafficking process has on trafficked women and
the implications of Australian legislation.
Yet it is arguable that restrictions on their liberty and pressures to repay their
debt create an environment for trafficked women in which common
experiences would take place. For instance:
•

Disempowerment and being subjected to varying degrees of control by
brothel owners and pimps.

•

Fear of reprisals against themselves or their families.

•

The inability to leave of their own free will, as their passports may have
been held as security for their 'debt'.

•

The inability to access or control any money they may earn.

•

Pressure to do as many 'jobs' as possible in a short time.

•

Being subject to working and living conditions that are unacceptable on
health and safety grounds.

•

Pressure and coercion from clients to accept demands to engage in
unsafe sexual practices ii.

Furthermore, the prosecution of Gary Glazner in Melbourne, 2000, has
concretely illustrated a number of factors about the impact for trafficked
women on 'contract' trafficked to Australia. Including experiences of:
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•

Threats and intimidation.
During the committal proceedings it became clear that Glazner had
verbally abused the 'contract girls' in his custody and employed
intimidation tactics to ensure compliance. For instance, he kept a loaded
gun in clear view of the women at the hotel at which they lived.
Senator Ian MacDonald has further noted that trafficked women in
Australia "face intimidation, violence, and threats to report them to
immigration authorities" iii.

•

Poor working and living conditions.
The women in the Glazner case were locked in their overcrowded living
premises or 'safe house' and escorted to and from the brothels, leaving
little opportunity for them to report the situation to police.
Having little if any control over their labour, the women were worked very
hard, generally 12 hour shifts, 7 days a week.
Reports from DIMA further indicate "that the major issue for female
undocumented migrants working in the sex industry [in Australia] is the
harsh nature of their working conditions, exacerbated by exploitative
contracts" iv.
Mr Robert Gilder, a Federal Agent and a former member of a federal
police taskforce on sex slavery, said that trafficked women "live in
appalling conditions", and have to work very hard - generally over a 6
month 'tour of duty' v.

•

Fear and control
The trafficked 'contract girls' in the Glazner case were initially fearful of
cooperating with police due to fears of reprisals in Thailand to family
members, and a general distrust and suspicion of police based on their
experiences in Thailand vi.
During the Glazner trial 'Honey' a Crown witness, stated she was scared
her Thai boss would have her child taken away from her, while 'Michelle'
stated that she feared for her life if deported back to Thailand. Glazner
also kept a loaded gun in view of the women to ensure compliance.
The women's movements were monitored and severely restricted by
Glazner to the extent of being locked in their living quarters overnight, and
their earnings were confiscated.
The Glazner case also highlighted the social isolation of trafficked women,
particularly where they do not speak English, and are isolated from the
community.
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Where trafficked women agree to give evidence against organisers, as in the
Glazner case, there is nothing in place to assist or support the women in
these actions, and there is little opportunity for them to remain in the country
long enough to give evidence at the trial. The Migration Act (MA) dictates that
'unlawful non-citizens' must be removed 'as soon as is practicable', meaning
they are detained and deported.
This criminalisation and summary expulsion punishes the victim, sending
them 'home' where adequate support is unlikely to be available vii.
Yet "the European experience suggests that [specialist NGO's] can make a
significant difference…enabling about half of the women they support to give
evidence against their exploiters. These groups provide safe accommodation,
counselling, some form of income support, advocacy, and where possible,
education and training" viii.
In Australia, there are currently no specialist NGO's able to offer trafficked
women this care and support.
Further, people who are deemed 'illegals' by the state are liable to pay the
Commonwealth the costs of their detention and deportation, as outlined in
sections 209 and 210 of the MA. This creates an additional financial burden to
women who may have effectively come as economic refugees.

Summary
Due to the situation of women trafficked to Australia, it is almost impossible to
communicate with them to establish their needs and experiences. However a
number of common experiences are likely, including disempowerment,
restriction and monitoring of their movements, pressure to perform as many
'jobs' as possible in a short time, appalling living and working conditions,
pressure and coercion from clients.
The prosecution of a trafficker in women, Gary Glazner, in Melbourne, 2000,
has confirmed a number of factors about the impact for trafficked women on
'contract' trafficked to Australia, including threats and intimidation, poor living
and working conditions, fear, and control.
There is little impetus for trafficked women to come forward for help or as
witnesses due to fear of reprisals from traffickers and deportation.
Specialist NGO's in Europe enable many women to give evidence against
their exploiters through the provision of care and support services. There are
currently no such organisations in Australia, instead trafficked women are
detained and deported, and are liable to pay the Commonwealth government
the costs incurred from such actions.
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Research findings
•

The full extent of trafficking in women for sexual exploitation in
Australia is difficult to gauge.

Trafficking is by definition an illegal activity, and as such is not open to
conventional forms of data collection or social research. Furthermore, official
trafficking statistics are not kept in Australia, making it difficult to estimate the
scope of the issue. Moreover, government assertions and anecdotal evidence
are often in contradiction over the issue.
•

Australian migration laws are exploited by traffickers in women to the
detriment of trafficked women.

As the Glazner case highlights, traffickers use immigration ‘scams’ which
exploit sections of the MA to not only bring women into the country for
prostitution, but also to avoid prosecution. When the women are detected by
DIMIA they are detained and deported.
•

There is little impetus for trafficked women in Australia to come
forward to give evidence against traffickers in women and/or for
assistance.

To exposure traffickers in women in Australia means to expose trafficked
women to deportation, returning them home, shamed and still poor i.
The testimony of trafficked women is fundamental to the prosecution of
traffickers, but there is no incentive for trafficked women to do so, "having
already survived torture and abuse, we cannot expect that women will testify if
after doing so they are sent home, vulnerable to reprisals" ii
•

Trafficked women are often deported as 'illegal' migrants before
prosecution of traffickers can take place.

The Migration Act (MA) dictates that 'unlawful non-citizens' must be removed
'as soon as is practicable'. Where trafficked women agree to give evidence
against organisers, there is little opportunity for them to remain in the country
long enough to give evidence at the trial. This criminalisation and summary
expulsion punishes the victim, sending them 'home' where adequate support
is unlikely to be available iii.
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•

Deportation of trafficked women does not appear to work as a tactic
to control trafficking - more women are just 'imported'.

As the Glazner case highlights, deporting trafficked women does not work as
a strategy to control trafficking. Traffickers simply bring more women into the
country or traffic them across state borders.
It is thought that deporting trafficked women may also have the unintended
impact of increasing demand.iv
•

'Loopholes' in the SSSA limit the scope and effectiveness of the
legislation to stop traffickers of women for sexual exploitation.

Narrow provisions in the legislation limit the scope of the new laws. For
example deception is an element of a provision, but limits the deception to the
nature of the work, and the focus on ownership rights means the onus of proof
is on trafficked women.
The legislation is also designed to address trafficking of women across
national borders and as such does not cover women trafficked domestically in
Australia.
•

There is no specific unit within the AFP or resources allocated for the
investigation and prosecution of people trafficking or slavery and
sexual servitude offences.

Trafficking in women is not a high priority issue for the AFP and unless
resources are dedicated to enforcing the SSSA, it will have a 'limited value'.
•

Although trafficked women are acknowledged in Australian and
international law as victims of a crime, there are no services or
resources specifically set aside to assist trafficked women in
Australia.

There is a complete lack of specialist trafficking related services to support
trafficked women in Australia and to assist in facilitating them testifying.
In contrast experiences in Europe suggest that such organisations can make
a significant difference, enabling about half of the women they support to give
evidence against their exploiters.
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•

'Loopholes' in the PCA have limited the effectiveness of the
legislation to ensure brothels are legal and stop the involvement of
criminal elements in the industry.

Police seem unable to cope with the proliferation of illegal brothels, which
outnumbered registered ones. Although the PCA states that brothel operators
must not have any criminal history or associations, convicted offenders
continue to have key roles in the industry, facilitated through doctoring
company records and using others who are licensed as a 'front' for their
business.

i

Maltzahn, Kathleen (2000), Gary Glazner gets off lightly, Judge says women were willing
victims, Kasama, Vol.14, No. 4, October-December, Solidarity Philippines Australia Network.

ii

Maltzahn, Kathleen (2001) (b), Fight Against Trafficking is Australia's Too, The Age, Opinion
section, June 7.
iii

Kelly, L & Regan, L (2000), Stopping Traffic: Exploring the Extent of, and Responses to,
Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation in the UK, Police Research Series, Paper 125,
Home Office, London, p. 38-39.
iv

Kelly, L & Regan, L (2000), Stopping Traffic: Exploring the Extent of, and Responses to,
Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation in the UK, Police Research Series, Paper 125,
Home Office, London, p. 38.
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Discussion of findings
The first point to make when discussing the findings is that the extent of
trafficking in women for sexual exploitation to and within Australia is largely
unknown and difficult to gauge. This was something that I had not
anticipated, considering the federal Sexual Slavery and Servitude laws had
recently been introduced when I commenced this research. On this basis I
had presumed that the scope of trafficking in women in Australia had been
documented and the new laws were created in response to such statistics.
Regarding my hypothesis, I feel that most of them were correct to some
extent. In particular, that traffickers bringing Thai women to Melbourne for the
purposes of sexual exploitation do in fact exploit Australian migration laws to
bring trafficked women into the country without being detected as 'illegal'
migrants, and to some extent, to avoid prosecution.
Further, I believe I have shown my hypothesis that Australian migration and
prostitution laws are used/applied to the detriment of Thai 'contract girls'
brought to Australia is correct, illustrating how trafficked women are treated as
migration criminals instead of victims of a crime.
Australia's response to the international sex trade at the federal level has
been shown to be largely ineffectual. This is due to both the tensions between
DIMIA and the AFP at a policy level, and the 'loopholes' in legislation that are
exploited by traffickers.
As a policing issue trafficking in women is not a high priority, and as such
there appears to be little pro-active work, such as intelligence gathering,
occurring.
The Federal governments ongoing treatment of asylum seekers and refugees
means that it is unlikely that changes in migration policy will occur, rather
trafficked women will continue to be criminalised and deported before
prosecution of traffickers can take place. This policy of deportation does not
appear to work as a strategy to control trafficking. As the Glazner case study
indicates, traffickers merely bring more women into the country or traffic them
across state borders.
It remains to be seen how effective the federal sexual slavery and servitude
laws will be in prosecuting traffickers and protecting victims of trafficking in
persons, particularly as there appears to be no resources specifically set
aside to investigate and enforce these laws.
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What I had not anticipated was the lack of avenues of redress for trafficked
women aside from the sexual slavery and servitude laws, which recognise
trafficked women as victims of a crime but are yet to be tested. In
contradiction, migration policy focuses on the status of trafficked women as
'illegal' migrants, deporting them 'as soon as is practicable', providing little
impetus for trafficked women to come forward for protection and leaving little
opportunity for them to testify against their exploiters. Further, there is a
complete lack of specialist trafficking related services to support trafficked
women in Australia and to assist in facilitating them testifying.
The strength of this study is that it concretely illustrates how traffickers exploit
Australian migration law to the detriment of trafficked women. The report gives
a voice to the women involved in the Glazner case, a voice that is often not
heard, highlighting the reality of trafficking for women and the impact on their
lives. Although I believe that each experiences of trafficking differ for each
woman, there are undeniably commonalities such as violence, fear and
intimidation. As such, the study offers recommendations for future action that
are based on a human rights framework and developed to offer protection and
options for the future to trafficked women in Australia.
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Recommendations
In developing responses to trafficking, it is vital to ensure that changes in law,
policy and practice do not increase the potential harms to women. i
While initiatives need to be undertaken in sending countries to minimise
recruitment numbers, it is vital that steps are taken in receiving countries to
reduce demand and protect victims of trafficking.
As the Glazner case shows, traffickers in women find ways to avoid or exploit
the law. Therefore there is a need for responses that do not merely tighten
legislation.
The following recommendations stem from the findings of this research and
aim to challenge the Australian Federal government, the Australian Federal
police and community organisations to adopt a pro-active, human rights
framework when responding to trafficking in women for sexual exploitation in
Australia:
•

That Australia immediately ratify the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children.

•

That further research be undertaken to determine the extent and
circumstances of trafficking in women for sexual exploitation to and within
Australia, and on women's experiences of trafficking.

•

That all victims of trafficking in persons be protected, including those who
may have consented to trafficking.

•

That victims of trafficking in persons to Australia be permitted to remain in
the country, permanently if they wish, not dependant on testimony against
traffickers.

•

That Australian state and federal governments implement measures and
set aside resources to provide specialist trafficking related services to
support victims of trafficking in persons, including cooperation with NGO's.
That such services include, but are not limited to, the provision of safe
and appropriate accommodation; counselling and information; medical,
psychological and material assistance; and employment, education and
training opportunities, taking into account the age, gender and special
needs of victims of trafficking in persons.
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•

That victims of trafficking in persons are only returned to sending countries
where it is voluntary, and that due regard is given to the safety of that
person upon their return.

•

That trafficking in persons be regarded as a higher priority policing issue,
at both state and federal levels, and specialist pro-active units be
developed to conduct investigations and gather intelligence against
organisers ii

•

That sentencing guidelines be developed that reflect the gravity of the
offences committed by traffickers in persons iii, and include tougher
penalties, including the confiscation of proceeds from traffickers in
persons.

•

That all areas of Australian government ensure that those dealing with
migration, law enforcement and social care receive appropriate training on
trafficking in persons.

•

That where trafficked women choose to return to sending countries, they
be referred to specialist services in that country, and that Australia provide
funding for such services.

•

That the Australian Federal government adopts bilateral and multilateral
approaches between sending and receiving countries.

•

That there be an independent inquiry into the efficacy of existing
Commonwealth laws addressing trafficking for prostitution.

•

That industry and community awareness and education campaigns be
developed and implemented to highlight the issue of trafficking in women
for sexual exploitation and the gross violation of human rights involved.

•

That Australian NGO's concerned with trafficking in persons and
prostitution lobby federal and state governments to implement the above
recommendations.

i

Kelly and Regan (2000), Stopping Traffic: Exploring the Extent of, and Responses to
Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation in the UK, Police Research Series, Paper 125,
Home Office, London, p.38.
ii

Kelly and Regan (2000), Stopping Traffic: Exploring the Extent of, and Responses to
Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation in the UK, Police Research Series, Paper 125,
Home Office, London, p.39.
iii

Public Health Association of Australia, Inc. Trafficking in Women and Children for
Prostitution.
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Appendix A:

Interviewees

An interview with the DIMIA officials listed was conducted by Marnie Ford at
10 am, Wednesday 16th January, 2001 at the DIMIA offices at Cassledon
Place, 2 Lonsdale St, Melbourne.

•

Megan McCrae
Manager, Compliance Operations, Department of Immigration,
Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, Melbourne.

•

William Mullane
Manager, Investigations Section, Department of Immigration, Multicultural
and Indigenous Affairs, Melbourne.
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Appendix B:

Participant consent

Consent to participate in the research was established by participants filling in
and signing the below consent form prior to the interview:

My name is Marnie Ford and I am a student based at Victoria University, St
Albans campus. As part of my studies I have undertaken a research project
on behalf of Project Respect.
Project Respect is a small community organisation based in Fitzroy, which
works with women in the sex industry. This work also includes advocating for
trafficked women.
The research focuses on whether or not traffickers of women use Australia's
migration and prostitution laws to their benefit. However, it also examines
other related areas such as federal response to trafficking in women.
I am required to formally ask for your consent to be interviewed for this
project, understanding that:
•

I will be taking notes during the interview, and the notes I have taken will
be filed in a safe place.

•

When the research is over a report will be written that may contain
material from the interview. The report may also be reproduced by the
agency.
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this project.

Name……………………………………………………………………...
Position……………………………………………………………………
Signature………………………………………………………………….
Date……………………………………………………………………….
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